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Mark schemes are prepared by the Lead Assessment Writer and considered, together with the 
relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any 
amendments made at the standardisation events which all associates participate in and is the 
scheme which was used by them in this examination.  The standardisation process ensures that 
the mark scheme covers the students’ responses to questions and that every associate 
understands and applies it in the same correct way.  As preparation for standardisation each 
associate analyses a number of students’ scripts.  Alternative answers not already covered by 
the mark scheme are discussed and legislated for.  If, after the standardisation process, 
associates encounter unusual answers which have not been raised they are required to refer 
these to the Lead Assessment Writer. 
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further 
developed and expanded on the basis of students’ reactions to a particular paper.  Assumptions 
about future mark schemes on the basis of one year’s document should be avoided; whilst the 
guiding principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, depending on the content 
of a particular examination paper. 
 
 
Further copies of this mark scheme are available from aqa.org.uk 
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Level of response marking instructions 
 
Level of response mark schemes are broken down into levels, each of which has a descriptor. The 
descriptor for the level shows the average performance for the level. There are marks in each level. 
 
Before you apply the mark scheme to a student’s answer read through the answer and annotate it (as 
instructed) to show the qualities that are being looked for. You can then apply the mark scheme. 
 
Step 1 Determine a level 
 
Start at the lowest level of the mark scheme and use it as a ladder to see whether the answer meets the 
descriptor for that level. The descriptor for the level indicates the different qualities that might be seen in 
the student’s answer for that level. If it meets the lowest level then go to the next one and decide if it 
meets this level, and so on, until you have a match between the level descriptor and the answer. With 
practice and familiarity you will find that for better answers you will be able to quickly skip through the 
lower levels of the mark scheme. 
 
When assigning a level you should look at the overall quality of the answer and not look to pick holes in 
small and specific parts of the answer where the student has not performed quite as well as the rest. If 
the answer covers different aspects of different levels of the mark scheme you should use a best fit 
approach for defining the level and then use the variability of the response to help decide the mark within 
the level, ie if the response is predominantly level 3 with a small amount of level 4 material it would be 
placed in level 3 but be awarded a mark near the top of the level because of the level 4 content. 
 
Step 2 Determine a mark 
 
Once you have assigned a level you need to decide on the mark. The descriptors on how to allocate 
marks can help with this. The exemplar materials used during standardisation will help. There will be an 
answer in the standardising materials which will correspond with each level of the mark scheme. This 
answer will have been awarded a mark by the Lead Examiner. You can compare the student’s answer 
with the example to determine if it is the same standard, better or worse than the example. You can then 
use this to allocate a mark for the answer based on the Lead Examiner’s mark on the example. 
 
You may well need to read back through the answer as you apply the mark scheme to clarify points and 
assure yourself that the level and the mark are appropriate. 
 
Indicative content in the mark scheme is provided as a guide for examiners. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive and you must credit other valid points. Students do not have to cover all of the points 
mentioned in the Indicative content to reach the highest level of the mark scheme. 
 
An answer which contains nothing of relevance to the question must be awarded no marks.  
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Foundation Tier 
 
Marks will be allocated in the following way at Foundation Tier: 
 
 Communication Content Quality of 

language 
Conveying 
key 
messages 

Application of 
grammatical 
knowledge of 
language and 
structures 

Total 

Question 1 8     8 
Question 2  10 6   16 
Question 3    5 5 10 
Question 4  10 6   16 
Total 8 20 12 5 5 50 
 

Question 01 
 
For this question, students are required to write four sentences.  Each sentence is marked according to 
the following criteria. The maximum mark is 8. 

[8 marks] 
 

Mark Communication  

2 The relevant message is clearly communicated.  

1 The message is relevant but has some ambiguity and causes a delay in communication. 

0 The message is irrelevant or cannot be understood. 
 
 
The following indicative content is an example of the responses that students may give to this question. 
 

 2 marks 1 mark 0 marks  

01.1 pirvar jnm iwn mna irha hE jnm iwn mna jnm iwn [2 marks]  

01.2 mNmI kek k<t rhI hE kek k<t kek [2 marks] 

01.3 meZ [u>qe k<p pletA pze hn k<p pletA pze hn k<p pletA [2 marks] 

01.4 mNmI dEdI qe wo b<ce hn mNmI dEdI/wo b<ce b<ce [2 marks] 
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Question 02 
 
For this question, there are four compulsory bullet points, which are assessed for Content (10 marks) 
and Quality of language (6 marks), as specified in the criteria below. The maximum mark is 16. The 
student is expected to produce approximately 40 words over the whole question. The number of words 
is approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

[16 marks] 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 9-10 A full coverage of the required information. Communication is clear.   

4 7-8 A good coverage of the required information. Communication is mostly clear 
but perhaps with occasional lapses.  

3 5-6 A reasonable coverage of the required information. Communication is 
generally clear but there are likely to be lapses.   

2 3-4 A partial coverage of the required information. Communication is sometimes 
clear but there are instances where messages are not conveyed.   

1 1-2 
A minimal coverage of the required information. Communication is often not 
clear and there may be frequent instances where messages are not 
conveyed.   

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 
 
Quality of language 
 

Level Marks Response 

3 5-6 Uses a variety of appropriate vocabulary and grammatical structures. 
Generally accurate. 

2 3-4 Vocabulary and grammatical structures generally appropriate to the task, 
with some attempt at variety. More accurate than inaccurate. 

1 1-2 Vocabulary and structures used may be limited, repetitive or inappropriate. 
There may be frequent errors. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at 
this tier. 

 
Notes 
 
A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Quality of language, but apart from 
that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Quality of language. 
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The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question. 
  

hElo, mEM Barq iv<c iSmla Sihr iv<c hA .  iz<Qe TNdI hva cl rhI hE pr mIMh hr roZ pE jAwa hE . mera hotl 

wa kmra bhuq Ku<lHa ]qe saP hE . mEM ]<j Sam ¥ bZar ja irha hA ]qe bhuq sare qohPe KrIwAga .  

 (42 words)  
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Question 03 
 
The translation is assessed for Conveying key messages (5 marks) and Application of grammatical 
knowledge of language and structures (5 marks), as specified in the criteria below. The maximum mark 
is 10. When awarding the marks, the student’s response across all five sentences should be considered 
as a whole. 

[10 marks] 
Conveying key messages 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 5 All key messages are conveyed.   

4 4 Nearly all key messages are conveyed.  

3 3 Most key messages are conveyed.   

2 2 Some key messages are conveyed.   

1 1 Few key messages are conveyed.   

0 0 No key messages are conveyed. 
 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 5 Very good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly accurate. 

4 4 Good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally accurate. 

3 3 Reasonable knowledge of vocabulary and structures; more accurate than 
inaccurate. 

2 2 Limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally inaccurate. 

1 1 Very limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly inaccurate. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at 
this tier. 

 
Notes 
 
A mark of zero for Conveying key messages automatically results in a mark of zero for Application of 
grammatical knowledge of language and structures, but apart from that, the Conveying key messages 
mark does not limit the mark for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures. 
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Indicative content 
 
The following indicative content is an example of a response which would be awarded full marks. 
 
1 My mother is a nurse. mere maqa jI/mNmI jI iz<k nrs hn . 

2 At school I like playing hockey. 
skUl iv<c mEM hakI Kedxa psNw krwa hA/skUl iv<c mE¥ 
hakI KedxI cNgI lgwI hE . 

3 I watch television in the evening. Sam/raq ¥ mEM tElIivZn weKwa hA . 

4 In my house there are four bedrooms. mere Gr iv<c car sOx vale kmre/bE>drUm hn . 

5 
I went shopping with my brother last 
Sunday. 

ipCle ]Eqvar mEM ]apxe Bra nal SOipNg/cIZA KrIwx 
ig]a sI . 

 
Other reasonable alternative translations will also be accepted. 
 
 
 
Exemplification of mark scheme 
 
To exemplify the marking criteria for Conveying key messages and Application of grammatical 
knowledge of language and structures, a range of exemplar student responses have been provided 
below with a commentary.   
 
 
Student 1 
 
1 mere mNmI jI nrs hn . 
2 mE¥ hakI KedxI cNgI lgwI hE . 
3 mEM raq ¥ tElIivZn weKwa hA .  
4 mere Gr iv<c car bE>drUm  hn .  
5 ipCle ]Eqvar mEM ]apxe pra nal cIZA KrIwx ig]a sI .  
 
Conveying key messages = 5 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 5 marks 

All key messages are conveyed. Despite the misspellings of KewxI and pra, the student displays a very 
good knowledge of vocabulary and the response is highly accurate. 
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Student 2 
 
1 mere maqa jI nrs hn . 
2 mE¥ hakI psNw  . 
3 mEM weKwa tElIivZn  .  
4 mere Gr iv<c car bE>drUm  hn .  
5 ipCle ]Eqvar mEM ig]a sI ]apxe Bra nal SOipNg .  
 
Conveying key messages = 4 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 3 marks 
Nearly all key messages are conveyed (in the 2nd sentence the word 'playing' is missing and in the 3rd 
sentence 'in the evening' is missing). In the 3rd and 5th sentences the structure of sentence is not 
accurate, however, overall response is more accurate than inaccurate. 
 
 
Student 3 
 
1 mNmI nrs  . 
2 mE¥ hOkI KedxI cNgI lgwI . 
3 mEM tElIivZn suxwa .  
4 Gr car kmfe .  
5 ipCle ]Eqvar mEM ig]a pra nal SOipNg .  
 
Conveying key messages = 3 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 2 marks 
Most key messages are conveyed (no verb in the 1st sentence, but ideas are communicated). Messages 
come through in the 2nd sentence despite the misspellings of KewxI. In the 3rd sentence 'listen' is 
mentioned instead of 'watching' and 'in the evening' is missing. The structure of the 4th sentence is 
inaccurate. The response is generally inaccurate with limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures. 
 
 
Student 4 
 
1 mere maqa jI nrs  . 
2 mE¥ hakI KedxI cNgI lgwI  . 
3 mEM tElIivZn suxwa .  
4 ---------------------------- 
5 ]apxe BEx nal KrIwx  .  
 
Conveying key messages = 2 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 2 marks 
Some key messages are conveyed (no verb in the 1st and 2nd sentences but the messages are 
conveyed). Messages are not conveyed in the 3rd and 5th sentences. Only four sentences are 
attempted. The response is generally inaccurate with limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures. 
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Student 5 
 
1 nrs  . 
2 hOkI KedxI cNgI lgwI . 
3 tElIivZn suxwa  .  
4 kmre 
5 somvar mEM SaipNg jaxa .  
 
Conveying key messages = 1 mark 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 1 mark 
 
Few key messages are conveyed (the response is highly inaccurate with limited knowledge of 
vocabulary and structures). Inaccurate or omitted verbs, incorrect tenses and unknown key vocabulary. 
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Question 04 
 
For this question, there are four compulsory bullet points which are assessed for Content (10 marks) 
and Quality of language (6 marks), as specified in the criteria below. The maximum mark is 16. The 
student is expected to produce approximately 90 words for this task. The number of words is 
approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

[16 marks] 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 9-10 A very good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is 
clear and a lot of information is conveyed. Opinions are expressed.   

4 7-8 
A good response covering all aspects of the task. . Communication is 
mostly clear but perhaps with occasional lapses. Quite a lot of information is 
conveyed. Opinions are expressed.   

3 5-6 
A reasonable response covering almost all aspects of the task.  
Communication is generally clear but there are likely to be lapses. Some 
information is conveyed. An opinion is expressed. 

2 3-4 
A basic response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is 
sometimes clear but there are instances where messages break down. Little 
information is conveyed. An opinion is expressed.   

1 1-2 

A limited response covering some aspects of the task. . Communication is 
often not clear and there may be frequent instances where messages break 
down. Very little information is conveyed. There may be no opinions 
expressed.   

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
 
Notes 
 
There may be some imbalance in the coverage of the four compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. 
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Quality of language 
 

Level Marks Response 

3 5-6 

A variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  Complex structures and sentences 
are attempted. There are references to three time frames, which are largely 
successful. Errors are mainly minor. Some more serious errors may occur, 
particularly in complex structures and sentences, but the intended meaning is 
nearly always clear. The style and register are appropriate. 

2 3-4 

Some variety of appropriate vocabulary is used. There may be some attempt at 
complex structures and sentences. There are references to at least two different 
time frames, although these may not always be successful. There may be some 
major errors, and more frequent minor errors, but overall the response is more 
accurate than inaccurate and the intended meaning is usually clear. The style and 
register may not always be appropriate. 

1 1-2 

The range of vocabulary may be narrow, repetitive and/or inappropriate to the 
needs of the task. Sentences are mainly short and simple or may not be properly 
constructed. There may be frequent major and minor errors. Little or no awareness 
of style and register. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this 
tier. 

 
Notes 
 
(a) A major error is one which seriously affects communication.   
 
(b) A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Quality of language. Apart 

from that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Quality of language. 
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The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question.  It 
demonstrates a balanced coverage of the compulsory bullet points.  
 

 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
04.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM skUl iv<c ]<T ivSe pfHwa hA ]qe mere mnpsNw ivSa ihsab hE . mE¥ ]NgreZI pfHnI ]OKI 
lgwI hE . mere skUl wI izmarq bhuq cNgI lgwI hE ik[uMik izh nvIM hE ]qe kmre bhuq Ku<leH 
hn . mEM skUl wI laizbrerI psNw nhIM krwa ik[uMik izh bhuq CotI hE .  
ipCle sal mEM ]apxe skUl nal iz<k hPqe lzI iztlI ig]a sI . ]sIM car iwn rom Sihr 
iv<c rhe ]qe bhuq kuJ weiK]a . ]gle  sal mEM kalj ja ke saizNs ]qe ihsab we ze lEvl 
krAga ]qe mEM daktr bxna cahuNwa hA .   
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
 

or Question 
04.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM smeM isr Kaxa Kawa hA ]qe raq we s<q vje qoM ba]w kuJ nhIM KAwa . izs nal merI ishq 
TIk rihNwI hE . mEM hr roZ sEr krn jAwa hA ]qe iz<k GNta ksrq krwa hA . ksrq krna mEM 
bhuq psNw krwa hA . skUl qoM Gr ja ke ]aram krn lzI mEM iz<k GNta tElIivZn weKwa hA 
]qe raq ¥ saDe nOM vje sOM jAwa hA . mEM ]apxI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Biv<K iv<c im<TI]A qe 
qlI]A hozI]A cIZA Kaxa G<t krna cahuNwa hA . Pl qe sbZI]A iZ]awa Kaiz]a krAga . 
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
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However, there may be some imbalance in the coverage of the compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will still have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. To exemplify this, the following alternative indicative content is provided. 
 
 

 
 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
04.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM skUl iv<c ws ivSe pfHwI hA ]qe mEM sair]A iv<c jI. sI. ]E>s. zI. krne hn . mera skUl 
bhuq vWI]a hE ]qe izs iv<c pfHazI bhuq cNgI huNwI hE . sare ]iW]apk bhuq imhnq krwe hn 
]qe b<ic]A ¥ ip]ar nal pfHa[uMwe hn . mEM ]apxe skUl wI izh g<l psNw nhIM krwI ik Gr 
krn lzI kNm bhuq imlwa hE ]qe kNm Kqm krn lzI pUra smA nhIM iwNwe . ipCle sal mEM 
]apxI klas we iviw]arQI]A nal PrAs gzI sI . jI. sI. ]E>s. zI. krke mEM nrs bxn wa 
kors krna cahuNwI hA .  
(93 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
 

or Question 
04.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM ]apxI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Kax-pIx wa bhuq iK]al r<KwI hA . mEM naSqa ZrUr KawI hA 
]qe hr roZ wo iqNn Pl KAwI hA . mEM skUl ¥ ]apxe nal paxI wI boql lE ke jAwI hA . mEM hr 
SnIvar ¥ ]apxI BEx nal qErn jAwI hA . mE¥ qErna bhuq cNga lgwa hE . jwoM mEM Q<k jAwI 
hA qA mEM ]apxe kmre iv<c ja ke pNjabI gaxe suxwI hA ]qe ]ram krwI hA . mEM Biv<K iv<c 
]apxI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI caklet Kaxe G<t krAgI ]qe smeM isr sOM jaiz]a krAgI .  
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
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Higher Tier 
 
Marks will be allocated in the following way at Higher Tier: 
 

 Content Quality of 
language 

Range of 
language 

Accuracy Conveying 
key 
messages 

Application of 
grammatical 
knowledge of 
language and 
structures 

Total 

Question 1 10 6     16 
Question 2 15  12 5   32 
Question 3     6 6 12 
Total 25 6 12 5 6 6 60 

 

Question 01 
 
For this question, there are four compulsory bullet points which are assessed for Content (10 marks) 
and Quality of language (6 marks), as specified in the criteria below. The maximum mark is 16. The 
student is expected to produce approximately 90 words for this task. The number of words is 
approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

[16 marks] 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 9-10 A very good response covering all aspects of the task.  Communication is 
clear and a lot of information is conveyed. Opinions are expressed.   

4 7-8 
A good response covering all aspects of the task. . Communication is mostly 
clear but perhaps with occasional lapses. Quite a lot of information is 
conveyed. Opinions are expressed.   

3 5-6 
A reasonable response covering almost all aspects of the task.  
Communication is generally clear but there are likely to be lapses. Some 
information is conveyed. An opinion is expressed. 

2 3-4 
A basic response covering some aspects of the task.  Communication is 
sometimes clear but there are instances where messages break down. Little 
information is conveyed. An opinion is expressed.   

1 1-2 

A limited response covering some aspects of the task. . Communication is 
often not clear and there may be frequent instances where messages break 
down. Very little information is conveyed. There may be no opinions 
expressed.   

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 
 

Notes 
 
There may be some imbalance in the coverage of the four compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. 
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Quality of language 
 

Level Marks Response 

3 5-6 

A variety of appropriate vocabulary is used.  Complex structures and sentences 
are attempted. There are references to three time frames, which are largely 
successful. Errors are mainly minor. Some more serious errors may occur, 
particularly in complex structures and sentences, but the intended meaning is 
nearly always clear. The style and register are appropriate. 

2 3-4 

Some variety of appropriate vocabulary is used. There may be some attempt at 
complex structures and sentences. There are references to at least two different 
time frames, although these may not always be successful. There may be some 
major errors, and more frequent minor errors, but overall the response is more 
accurate than inaccurate and the intended meaning is usually clear. The style 
and register may not always be appropriate. 

1 1-2 

The range of vocabulary may be narrow, repetitive and/or inappropriate to the 
needs of the task. Sentences are mainly short and simple or may not be properly 
constructed. There may be frequent major and minor errors. Little or no 
awareness of style and register. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this 
tier. 

 
Notes 
 
(a) A major error is one which seriously affects communication.   
 
(b) A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Quality of language. Apart 

from that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Quality of language. 
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The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
01.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM skUl iv<c ]<T ivSe pfHwa hA ]qe mere mnpsNw ivSa ihsab hE . mE¥ ]NgreZI pfHnI ]OKI 
lgwI hE . mere skUl wI izmarq bhuq cNgI lgwI hE ik[uMik izh nvIM hE ]qe kmre bhuq Ku<leH 
hn . mEM skUl wI laizbrerI psNw nhIM krwa ik[uMik izh bhuq CotI hE .  
ipCle sal mEM ]apxe skUl nal iz<k hPqe lzI iztlI ig]a sI . ]sIM car iwn rom Sihr 
iv<c rhe ]qe bhuq kuJ weiK]a . ]gle  sal mEM kalj ja ke saizNs ]qe ihsab we ze lEvl 
krAga ]qe mEM daktr bxna cahuNwa hA .  
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
 

or Question 
01.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM smeM isr Kaxa Kawa hA ]qe raq we s<q vje qoM ba]w kuJ nhIM KAwa . izs nal merI ishq 
TIk rihNwI hE . mEM hr roZ sEr krn jAwa hA ]qe iz<k GNta ksrq krwa hA . ksrq krna mEM 
bhuq psNw krwa hA . skUl qoM Gr ja ke ]aram krn lzI mEM iz<k GNta tElIivZn weKwa hA 
]qe raq ¥ saDe nOM vje sOM jAwa hA . mEM ]apxI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Biv<K iv<c im<TI]A qe 
qlI]A hozI]A cIZA Kaxa G<t krna cahuNwa hA . Pl qe sbZI]A iZ]awa Kaiz]a krAga . 
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
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However, there may be some imbalance in the coverage of the compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will still have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. To exemplify this, the following alternative indicative content is provided. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
01.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM skUl iv<c ws ivSe pfHwI hA ]qe mEM sair]A iv<c jI. sI. ]E>s. zI. krne hn . mera skUl 
bhuq vWI]a hE ]qe izs iv<c pfHazI bhuq cNgI huNwI hE . sare ]iW]apk bhuq imhnq krwe hn 
]qe b<ic]A ¥ ip]ar nal pfHa[uMwe hn . mEM ]apxe skUl wI izh g<l psNw nhIM krwI ik Gr 
krn lzI kNm bhuq imlwa hE ]qe kNm Kqm krn lzI pUra smA nhIM iwNwe . ipCle sal mEM 
]apxI klas we iviw]arQI]A nal PrAs gzI sI . jI. sI. ]E>s. zI. krke mEM nrs bxn wa 
kors krna cahuNwI hA .  
(93 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
 

or Question 
01.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM smeM isr Kaxa KAwa hA ]qe raq we s<q vje qoM ba]w kuJ nhIM KAwa . izs nal merI ishq 
TIk rihNwI hE . mEM hr roZ sEr krn jAwa hA ]qe iz<k GNta ksrq krwa hA . ksrq krna mEM 
bhuq psNw krwa hA . skUl qoM Gr ja ke ]aram krn lzI mEM iz<k GNta tElIivZn weKwa hA 
]qe raq ¥ saDe nOM vje sOM jAwa hA . mEM ]apxI ishq TIk r<Kx lzI Biv<K iv<c im<TI]A qe 
qlI]A hozI]A cIZA Kaxa G<t krna cahuNwa hA . Pl qe sbZI]A iZ]awa Kaiz]a krAga . 
(90 words) 
 

[16 marks] 
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Question 02  
 
For this question there are two compulsory bullet points, which are assessed for Content (15 marks), 
Range of language (12 marks) and Accuracy (5 marks), as specified in the criteria below. The maximum 
mark is 32. The student is expected to produce approximately 150 words over the whole question. The 
number of words is approximate and you must mark all work produced by the student. 

 [32 marks] 
 
Content 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 13-15 
An excellent response which is fully relevant and detailed, conveying a lot of 
information. Communication is clear with little or no ambiguity. Opinions are 
expressed and justified.   

4 10-12 
A very good response which is almost always relevant and which conveys a lot of 
information. Communication is mostly clear but there are a few ambiguities. 
Opinions are expressed and justified. 

3 7-9 
A good response which is generally relevant with quite a lot of information 
conveyed. Communication is usually clear but there are some ambiguities. 
Opinions are expressed and may be justified. 

2 4-6 
A reasonable response with some relevant information conveyed. Communication 
is sometimes clear but there may be instances where messages break down. An 
opinion is expressed. 

1 1-3 
A basic response which conveys a limited amount of relevant information.  
Communication may not be clear and there are instances where messages break 
down. An opinion may be expressed. 

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 
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Range of language 
 

Level Marks Response 

4 10-12 
Very good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. More complex 
sentences are handled with confidence, producing a fluent piece of coherent 
writing. The style and register are appropriate. 

3 7-9 

Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. More complex 
sentences are regularly attempted and are mostly successful, producing a 
mainly fluent piece of coherent writing with occasional lapses. The style and 
register are appropriate. 

2 4-6 
Some variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. Longer sentences are 
attempted, using appropriate linking words, often successfully. The style and 
register may not always be appropriate. 

1 1-3 Little variety of appropriate vocabulary. Structures are likely to be short and 
simple. Little or no awareness of style and register. 

0 0 The range of language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 
1 at this tier. 

 
Notes  
 
A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Range of language. Apart from 
that, the Content mark does not limit the mark for Range of language 
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Accuracy 
 

Level Marks Response 

5 5 Accurate, although there may be a few errors especially in attempts at more 
complex structures. Verbs and tense formations are secure. 

4 4 
Generally accurate. Some minor errors. Occasional major errors, usually in 
attempts at more complex structures. Verbs and tense formations are nearly 
always correct.   

3 3 
Reasonably accurate. There are likely to be minor errors and there may be 
some major errors, not only in complex structures. Verb and tense formations 
are usually correct. 

2 2 More accurate than inaccurate. The intended meaning is generally clear. Verb 
and tense formations are sometimes correct.   

1 1 
There may be major errors and frequent minor ones, and the intended meaning 
is not always clear. There is only limited success with verb and tense 
formations. 

0 0 The accuracy does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
 
Notes 
 
(a) A major error is one which seriously affects communication.   
 
(b) A mark of zero for Content automatically results in a mark of zero for Accuracy. Apart from that, the 

Content mark does not limit the mark for Accuracy. 
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The following indicative content is an example of the response that students may give to this question.  It 
demonstrates a balanced coverage of the compulsory bullet points. 
 

 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
02.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM valsal we plEk izlake iv<c rihNwa hA . izh izlaka bhuq suhxa hE ]qe iz<Qe iz<k bhuq 
vWI]a gurwu]ara hE . v<K v<K qrHA wI]A bhuq sarI]A wukanA hn ]qe iznHA sarI]A shUlqA 
krke mEM ]apxa izlaka bhuq psNw krwa hA .  
izs izlake iv<c pihlA bhuq gNw huNwa sI pr hux kOMsl ne QofHI sPazI krvazI hE . sEkNdrI 
skUl bhuq wUr hE ]qe b<ic]A ¥ b<s Pf ke jaxa pEMwa hE . iz<Qe kzI PEktrI]A bNw ho gzI]A hn 
]qe kaPI lok beruZgar hn . 
ipCle sal iz<Qe ivsaKI wa iq[uhar bfI WUum-Wam nal mnaiz]a ig]a sI . ngr kIrqn bhuq 
v<da sI ]qe sare lok bhuq KuS sn . sade izlake iv<c kirsims we smeM bhuq rOxk huNwI hE  ]qe 
sfkA iv<c lazItA jgmga[uMwI]A hn . sare WrmA we lok v<K v<K smagm bfe ip]ar ]qe 
siqkar nal mna[uMwe hn ]qe sare rl-iml ke rihNwe hn . izs krke mE¥ mera izlaka bhuq 
cNga lgwa   hE .  
(150 words) 
 

[32 marks] 
 

or Question 
02.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
nvIM tEknOlOjI ne sadI sB wI iZNwgI bwl iw<qI hE . pihlA ic<TI]A nal g<lbaq kIqI jAwI 
sI ]qe suneha phuNcx lzI kaPI smA l<g jAwa sI . hux kozI vI g<l izNtrnE>t jA mobaizl Pon 
rahIM plA iv<c bhuq sare lokA q<k phuNc jAwI hE .  
nvIM tEknOlOjI ne lokA wa ]aps iv<c mel jol Gta iw<qa hE . ij<Qe vI weKo lok ]apxe mobaizl 
PonA qe l<ge rihNwe hn ]qe iz<k wUje nal g<lbaq G<t krwe   hn . kzI lok nvIM tEknOlOjI wI 
glq vrqoM krwe hn ]qe izs nal sazIbr jurmA iv<c vaWa hoiz]a hE . 
Biv<K iv<c tEknOlOjI ]qe mIdI]a wa ]sr hor vI vW javega . hr iz<k kNm iv<c tEknOlOjI wI 
vrqoM v<W hovegI . skUlA iv<c vI pfHazI lzI mIdI]a ]qe tEknOlOjI wI vrqoM vW javegI .  lok 
]apxI KrIwarI izntrnE>t rahIM krnge ]qe Gr bETe hr iz<k cIZ iml jaiz]a kregI . 
bhuqe lok Gr bETe hI kNip[Utr qe kNm kr skxge . 
 (150 words) 
 

[32 marks] 
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However, there may be some imbalance in the coverage of the compulsory bullet points but, provided at 
least some coverage of all bullet points is evident, students will still have access to full marks where the 
other criteria are met. To exemplify this, the following alternative indicative content is provided. 
 

 
  

Either  
 
 
 
 

Question 
02.1 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
mEM lNdn we sa[UQal izlake iv<c rihNwI hA . izh bhuq hI rOxk vala izlaka hE ]qe iz<Qe v<K 
v<K weSA we lok rihNwe hn . iz<Qe iZ]awa pNjabI lok rihNwe hox karn kzI varI izs ¥ ‘iltl 
pNjab’ vI kihNwe hn . iz<Qe lok wUr wUr qoM pNjabI k<pif]A wI KrIwarI krn ]a[uMwe hn .  
mE¥ izh g<l cNgI nhIM lgwI ik iz<Qe hr vele sfkA qe bhuq BIf huNwI hE ]qe ikqe vI jaxa hove 
qA bhuq sara smA Krab ho jAwa hE . iz<Qe  corI]A  wI sm<is]a vW gzI hE . nefe  we skUlA iv<c 
b<ic]A ¥ pfHn lzI QA bfI ]OKI imlwI hE . Gr bhuq mihNge ho gze hn ]qe bhuq sare lok 
ikraze qe rihNwe hn . 
izs sal ]pREl iv<c sade izlake iv<c ivsaKI mnazI gzI  sI . ivsaKI we mOke qe ngr kIrqn 
vele brOdve qe QA QA qe lNgr l<ge hoze sn . izh ngr kIrqn tI. vI.  qe  iwKaiz]a ig]a sI .   
(152 words) 
 

[32 marks] 
 

or Question 
02.2 

This is a possible response (indicative content): 
 
tEknOlOjI wI vrqoM we bhuq Paizwe hn . ijhfa kNm pihlA bhuq smA lga ke kIqa jAwa sI, 
kNip[Utr wI vrqoM  nal J<t ho jAwa hE . kozI vI Kbr wunI]A we hr kone iv<c imNtA iv<c phuNc 
jAwI hE . ]<j k<lH Gr bETe hI izNtrnE>t qe hrek cIZ KrIwI ja skwI hE ]qe bahr jax wI lof 
nhIM . skUl wI pfHazI iv<c tEknOlOjI we bhuq Paizwe hn ik[uM ik hr cIZ bare izNtrnE>t qoM 
pqa kIqa ja skwa hE . 
mobaizl Pon qe kNip[UtrA wI vrqoM vWx krke lokA wa imlxa iglxa Gt ig]a hE . kzI var 
lok mobaizl PonA wI glq vrqoM krwe hn ]qe izs nal kzI qrHA wI]A sm<is]avA pEwa ho 
rhI]A hn . lok Pesbu<k qe bhuq smA ibqa[uMwe hn qe kol bETe vI iz<k wUje nal g<lbaq nhIM 
krwe . 
Biv<K iv<c tEknOlOjI qe mIdI]a wI mh<qqa vW javegI ik[uM ik lok hor iZ]awa kNm ]apxe 
mobaizl PonA qe ]asanI nal kr skxge . 
(154 words) 
 

[32 marks] 
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Question 03  
 
The translation is assessed for Conveying key messages (6 marks) and Application of grammatical 
knowledge of language and structures (6 marks) as specified in the criteria below. The maximum mark 
is 12. When awarding the marks the student’s response across the passage should be considered as a 
whole. 

[12 marks] 
 
Conveying key messages 
 

Level Marks Response 

6 6 All key messages are conveyed.   

5 5 Nearly all key messages are conveyed.  

4 4 Most key messages are conveyed.   

3 3 Some key messages are conveyed.   

2 2 Few key messages are conveyed.   

1 1 Very few key messages are conveyed. 

0 0 The content does not meet the standard required for Level 1 at this tier. 

 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures 
 

Level Marks Response 

6 6 Excellent knowledge of vocabulary and structures; virtually faultless. 

5 5 Very good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly accurate. 

4 4 Good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally accurate. 

3 3 Reasonable knowledge of vocabulary and structures; more accurate than 
inaccurate. 

2 2 Limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally inaccurate. 

1 1 Very limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly inaccurate. 

0 0 The language produced does not meet the standard required for Level 1 
at this tier. 

 

 
Notes 
 
A mark of zero for Conveying key messages automatically results in a mark of zero for Application of 
grammatical knowledge of language and structures, but apart from that, the Conveying key messages 
mark does not limit the mark for Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures. 
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Indicative content 
 
The following indicative content is an example of a response which would be awarded full marks. 
 
]apxe izmiqhan pas krn qoM ba]w mEM ]apxe wosqA nal ta[Un sEMtr/Sihr we keMwr iv<c iz<k rEstorEMt ig]a . mere 
ipqa jI ne Kaxe we pEse iw<qe/ib<l iw<qa .  mE¥ ]apxe pirvar ]qe wosqA qoM bhuq  sugaqA imlI]A/qohPe imle . mera 
mnpsNw/mnBa[uMwa qohPa iz<k kalI GfI hE . ]gle hPqe mEM ]apxe pirvar nal iz<k kAnsrt/sNgIq partI  weKx 
javAga ]qe mE¥ izs wI bfI besbrI  nal [udIk/izNqZar hE . 
 
Other reasonable alternative translations will also be accepted. 
 
 
Exemplification of mark scheme 
 
To exemplify the marking criteria for Conveying key messages and Application of grammatical 
knowledge of language and structures, a range of exemplar student responses have been provided 
below with a commentary.    
 
 
Student 1 
 
]apxe izmiqhan pas krn wI KuSI mna[ux lzI mEM ]apxe wosqA nal ta[Un sEMtr iv<c iz<k rEstorEMt ig]a . mere ipqa 
jI ne Kaxe we pEse iw<qe . mE¥ ]apxe pirvar ]qe wosqA qoM bhuq vWI]a sugaqA imlI]A . mera mnpsNw qohPa iz<k kalI 
GfI hE . ]gle hPqe mEM ]apxe pirvar nal iz<k kAnsrt weKx javAga ]qe mE¥ izs wI bfI besbrI nal [udIk hE . 
 
Conveying key messages = 6 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 6 marks 
 
All key messages are conveyed. Excellent knowledge of vocabulary and virtually no fault at all. 
 
 
Student 2 
 
izmiqhan pas krn wI KuSI mna[ux lzI mEM ]apxe wosqA nal Sihr iz<k rEstorEMt ig]a . dEdI ib<l iw<qa . mE¥  
pirvar ]qe im<qrA qoM vWI]a sugaqA imlI]A . mera mnpsNw qohPa iz<k kalI GfI hE . mEM pirvar nal iz<k sNgIq 
partI weKx jaxa ]gle hPqe mE¥ izs wI [udIk hE . 
 
Conveying key messages = 5 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 4 marks 
 
Nearly all key messages are conveyed apart from the message relating to the bill. Omission of a verb in 
the last sentence. Good knowledge of vocabulary and structures; generally accurate. 
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Student 3 
 
]apxe izmiqhan pas krke mEM ]apxe wosqA nal iz<k rEstorEMt ig]a .   ipqa ne pEse .  mE¥ ]apxe pirvar ]qe shelI]A 
qoM suhxe qohPe imle . mera qohPa iz<k kalI GrI  . ]gle hPqe mEM ]apxe pirvar nal iz<k kAnsrt weKxa ]qe mE¥ izs 
wI brI [udIk . 
 
Conveying key messages = 4 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 3 marks 

Most key messages are conveyed. 'Town centre', 'bill' and 'favourite' are not communicated. A 
reasonable knowledge of vocabulary is demonstrated. The response is more accurate than inaccurate 
despite errors in accents and omission of a verb in the 3rd and 4th sentences. 
 

Student 4 
 
izmQan wI KuSI  .  mere ipqa jI ne ib<l . ]apxe prvaf ]qe im<qfA qoM qhPe  . mera psNw qhPa iz<k kalI GfI  . ]gle 
vIk mEM prvaf nal isgIq partI weKxI ]qe mEM vet krwa . 
 
Conveying key messages = 3 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 2 marks 

Some key messages are conveyed as there are incomplete responses in the 1st and last sentences and 
no verb is used in the 2nd, 3rd and last sentences. There is limited knowledge of vocabulary and 
structures and there are errors in every sentence; generally inaccurate. 
 

Student 5 
 
tan sEtr rEsqra ig]a dosta xal . pIqa ne ibl idqe .  ----------------------------------------------- mera mnsw tohPa 
kala kfI  mEM pfvaf xal ksrt qe mE [udIkda . 
 
Conveying key messages = 2 marks 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 2 marks 

Few messages are conveyed. There is an omission in the 3rd sentence. There is limited knowledge of 
vocabulary and structures. There are omissions and many misspellings. The response is generally 
inaccurate. 
 

Student 6 
 
izmqan pas wI kuCI c mE dosta nal qon sqr rsqorq iga . pqa  ib<l . ------------psw thpa krI  gle ]Pte Pamli  
ksrt weKa jaxa qe mE veq krwf . 
 
Conveying key messages = 1 mark 
Application of grammatical knowledge of language and structures = 1 mark 

Very few messages are conveyed. (Only the first part of the sentence is clearly conveyed.) The 4th 
sentence is not attempted. Very limited knowledge of vocabulary and structures; highly inaccurate. 
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